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Chapter 7: Tank Encounter
Encounter Overview
The player, Connor, and a squad of Marines are assaulting a KPA camp at the base of
the Golden Gate Bridge when a tank ambushes them. The player must fight his way through
the barracks buildings to the far side of the yard and find a rocket launcher to deal with the
tank. The objectives for this encounter were to:
• Provide a visual “wow” moment during the tank reveal
• Create an intense combat beat where the player feels under constant threat
• Create a satisfying payoff when the player is able to destroy the tank
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Provide a wow moment

The Marines instruct Connor and the player to hold back while they move up. After they clear
the barricade, a tank busts through the wall on the left and shoots them.
This sequence is a scripted cinematic, however the player retains full control of their character
throughout. I scripted the NPCs to stage to the barricade and wait. Once the player hits a
trigger, the tank reveal sequence fires off without further input. The Marines vault over the
barricades and run forwards
using a simple series of play
animation and move to
commands. I controlled the
tank through Unreal's Matinee
system. This allowed me to
key frame events for the wall's
destruction, particle effects,
and sounds as well as control
exactly when the tank fired its
shot.
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Create an intense combat beat

The player follows Connor around the courtyard using the relative safety of the barracks
buildings. Their objective is to kill a rocket enemy located at the far end of the compound and
use his rocket launcher to destroy the tank.
This was the most challenging portion of the encounter to script. Our infantry AI had no
concept of vehicles and would path right in front of the tank if that was the shortest route.
After trying a number of options, I used exclusion volumes to “break” direct pathing across the
courtyard from the US side while allowing enemies to use the courtyard normally. I then
tracked where the player was and sent allies to that area via staged routes to ensure they
always looked like they were trying to stay in cover. For the building interiors, I tracked which
walls the tank destroyed and manually invalidated the cover nodes that were exposed to tank
fire. This forced any AI in an invalidated node to move and gave the appearance that they
were reacting to the tank's threat.
I also needed to adjust events for different play styles. There are a number of scripted minievents in the section such as when the tank accidentally shells its own people in the first
building. Skilled and aggressive players could get ahead of events, so I scripted gates that
would check the player's position vs what mini-event the tank was executing. If the player got
ahead, the script fell through to the next mini-event. We also wanted players to feel under
pressure at all times. If a player stopped for too long in an area, the tank would ignore all
targets except the player until they moved into the next area.
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Have a satisfying payoff

The tank has been making the player's life miserable for several minutes now. It's time for a
bit of payback. Picking up the rocket launcher signals the tank to ignore everything else and
focus on the player. This is where our destructible assets really pay off. It takes 2-3 rockets
to destroy the tank but only one tank shell to obliterate a wall section. The tank and player
have approximately the same reload time. This keeps combat intensity up as the player must
scramble for new cover after every shot.
Destroying the tank signals the end of the encounter. The Marines set up a base at the
bottom of the bridge and wait for backup, while the Player and Connor continue onward.
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